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Abstract: In Li and Liang (1983) the simplified hybrid-combined method is presented for combining the Ritz-Galer- 
kin method and the finite-element method. In this paper we will apply this method to solve singularity problems of 
Laplace’s equation. Error bounds and stability analyses will be provided while taking into account the integration 
approximation along the coupling boundary. A significant coupling relation between the Ritz-Galerkin and the 
finite-element method has been found for the Laplace equation with singularities. An optimal rate of convergence has 
also been achieved. Numerical experiments have been carried out for solving the benchmark problem: Motz’s problem 
to verify the theoretical results. 
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1. Introduction 
There have appeared many singularity problems involving elliptic equations, such as angular 
singularity problems, interface problems and unbounded domain problems, from scientific 
research and engineering applications. Since the traditional finite-element method (FEM) and 
finite-difference method both cause a reduced convergence rate of the numerical solutions [22], 
the study on innovated numerical methods for singularity problems is significant. Numerous 
approaches have been reported over the past twenty years. Here we cite some important 
methods: 
1. 
2. 
* 
** 
The conformal transformation method of Whiteman and Papamichael in 1972 [24]. This 
method uses a conformal transformation to remove the singularity of solutions. 
The nonuniform FEM. Near the singular point, very small elements are used to decrease the 
errors resulting from singularity. A theoretical analysis is given in [7]. 
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3. The infinite-grid refinement method of Thatcher [23] and Han [9] for simple equations, such 
as the Laplace equation. The small elements in Method 2 could approach those with 
arbitrarily small boundary length. 
4. The coupling method of the boundary-element method (BEM) and FEM. The singular points 
are dealt with by BEM; the rest of the solution domain is still treated by FEM [10,28]. 
5. The nonlocal boundary condition method of Goldstein [8] for unbounded domain problems. 
Other promising approaches are: 
6. Adding the singular functions into FEM. See the singular function methods of Fix et al. [6], 
Strang and Fix [22], and the dual singular function method of Blum and Dobrowolski [3]. 
7. Substracting singular expansions from FEM solutions by Wigley [26]. This is a reverse process 
of 6. 
The above methods all are based on the solutions of FEM. Nevertheless, there also exist the 
approaches using piecewise particular solutions (or expansions) only. For instance: 
8. The T-complete boundary method of Zielinski and Zienkiewicz [27]. 
9. The global-element method of Delves and Hall [5]. 
10. The boundary methods of Li [14] and Li et al. [19]_ 
11. The &-version of FEM of BabuSka and Guo [2]. 
The approaches in 10 and 11 provide an exponential rate of convergence. In this paper, we 
shall follow the ideas presented in 12. 
12. The nonconforming combinations of Li [12-141. Particular solutions and FEM are used 
separately in the neighbourhood region of the singular points and the rest of the solution 
domain. A nonconforming, constraint condition is imposed on the common boundary F, of 
two subdomains. 
Since the coupling techniques are very important, we study the techniques of additional 
integrals along F, to couple two different methods, instead of the constraint condition in 
[12-141. To achieve this, we use the following approach: 
13. The hybrid-combined methods of Li and Bui [16], and Li and Liang [18]. In particular, 
theoretical analysis of the variation crimes is presented in this paper. 
Other kinds of additional integrals are given by: 
14. Penalty and hybrid methods of Li and Bui [15-171. 
For solving homogeneous elliptic boundary-value problems, the simplified hybrid-combined 
method is provided [18] for combining the Ritz-Galerkin method and FEM. Such a coupling 
strategy is equivalent to that of [28] for combining the boundary-element method and FEM. Let 
the solution domain S be divided into S, and S, by an artificial boundary F,, i.e., S = S, U S, 
and F, = aSi n &S,. The FEM is used in S, where the true solution is smooth enough; the 
Ritz-Gale&in method is used in S, where the true solution may have singular property. Since 
suitable singular functions can approximate the true solution very well near the singular point, 
the combination of the Ritz-Galerkin and FEM will produce numerical solutions with optimal 
convergence rates as long as a suitable coupling strategy along F, can be found. Such a 
combination is given in [18] where the simplified hybrid integral along F,, is capable of coupling 
different numerical methods. 
However, from the point of view of practical application, further studies into the simplified 
hybrid-combined method have to be done. For instance, we have to approximate the simplified 
hybrid integral on F,, to choose an empirical coupling relation between the Ritz-Galerkin 
method and FEM and in particular, to perform some numerical experiments that can verify the 
theoretical analyses. All these are the purposes of this paper. 
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Fig. 1. The angular singularity problem of Laplace’s equation. 
Let us consider a typical Laplace equation with Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions 
[13,14] (see Fig. 1): 
Au- a21d a2u +-=o, (x, y)ES, 
ax= ay= (1.1) 
u=o, (x, y)dc 0.2) 
au 
-= 
an 
0, (x, Y> EAB, 0 4 
au - =g, (x, y) EBFuFGUGC, an 0 4 
where n is the outward normal of r, and g is sufficiently smooth on the boundary BF U FG U GC. 
Equations (l.l)-(1.4) can be written in the following weak form: 
where the bilinear form is 
A(u, u)= ss (up, + ye,> dS> (1.6) 
(1.7) 
Hi(S)= (UIU, u,, uY~L2(S) and u],=O). (1 .g) 
We note that there exists a singular point at the origin (0, 0), resulting from the intersection of 
the Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions when the angle 0 = /CAB # 7/2k, k are integers. 
Because of the singularity of solutions, the traditional or finite-difference method causes a 
reduced convergence rate of the numerical solutions. An idea arises naturally that a combination 
of the Ritz-Galerkin and FEM or the Ritz-Galerkin and finite-difference method will be a good 
approach for singularity problems. 
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Fig. 2. The division of the solution domain for the simplified hybrid-combined method. 
Expansions of solutions near the origin (0, 0): 
0.9) 
have been found in [11,22,25], where D, are expansion coefficients, (r, 0) are polar coordinates 
with the origin (0, 0), i.e., the singular point, and u = a/O. Then 
u(R, 0) = f D, cos a(/+ :>e, (1 .lO) 
I=0 
with the expansion coefficients 
2 @ 
D,= $j J 
u(R, 0) cos a@+ +)0 dt?. 
0 
(1 .ll) 
Based on the expansion (1.9), it is convenient to choose the coupling boundary r, to be a 
circular arc I,, (Y = R*, 0 < 0 G 0) with the condition 
R*<R. (1.12) 
In this case, the subdomain S, is a sector (Y < R *, 0 < 6 < 0); and S, is the rest of S. (See Fig. 
Admissible functions in the combination are chosen as 
I- u+= goB,( fiO”+” cos a(l+ :)0 in S,, v= U =U 1 in $, (1.13) 
where b, are unknown coefficients to be solved, $’ is the triangulation domain of S,, (then 
s;h = S,), and ui are piecewise linear interpolation functions on $. We note that there exists a 
small, overlapped region 
Area( S, n $ ) # 0 
in (1.13). This is a kind of variation crimes, but it does not cause a reduced rate of convergence. 
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Such a definition as (1.13) will lead to the simplicity of both algorithms and error analysis below. 
Let Vi denote the space of the admissible functions v, then 
V,” @ H’(S) (1 s4) 
owing to the noncontinuity of v on r,, i.e., I,,. The simplified hybrid-combined method is 
designed to seek an approximate solution uh E V,“, such that 
A,(%, u) = g(u), Vu E VhO, (1.15) 
where the bilinear form is 
A,(u, u> = JJ vuvu dS + JJ vuvv dS + ~ dl, 5: 1 (1.16) sz 
where n is the outward normal to as,, and 
“+ = “lr,; 9 “- = “11;;. 
It is remarkable that the simplified hybrid integral on To 
(1.17) 
I, = 
/i 
au+ ~ av+ ~ dl 
r,, 37 -an” 1 (1.18) 
plays a role of coupling the Ritz-Galerkin method and FEM. 
In practical calculations, the integral 1, cannot be computed exactly, and has to be approxi- 
mated by some integration rules, e.g., by the simplest, trapezoidal rule 
J <*+*i/(E) d< = tAc[f(t) +f(E + At)]. 
(1.19) 
Then we have 
Is =: is = /[ 
A ad”_ au+ u- dl 
r,, an an 1 
N au+@*, 6,) 4 “-(R*, 8,) - au+@*, eJ) = i3r ar c(R*, ej) ;R*(A~,+ Ae,_,), r=O 1 
(1.20) 
where At$ = 8, + , - 8, and AO, = AK, = 0. 
Let G, denote the numerical solution concerning the integration approximation (1.20), and 
then 
&(%, v) = g( “), Vu E V,“, (1.21) 
where 
&u, v) = JJ vuvv dS + au+ -vu- - -u- (1.22) SZ an 
Compared with the method given in [18], there exist two kinds of variation crimes. This is the 
terminology of Strang and Fix [22]; (1) the integration approximation (1.20), and (2) the small 
overlap of S;h and S,; (otherwise, complicated, isoparametric elements must be employed [4]). 
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Below, we shall estimate error bounds of the solution G, E Vf by 
crimes, (1) and (2). 
2. Error bounds and coupling strategy 
Since Vho @ H’(S), we define a norm over I/ho: 
(1.21) with the variation 
We shall assess the errors of solutions, in the norm I] . 11 h. 
We need two lemmas. 
Lemma 1. Let the family of all triangular elements in $’ be regular (see [4]) with a maximal length 
h, and let the true solution u satisfy 
au 
jy E H2KJ. (2.2) 
Also assume that the integration points (R*, e,) in (1.20) are the element nodes on the common 
boundary To, (i.e., l,,) and the circular arcs rd (r = R*, 8, < 0 < O,,,) fall into only one triangular 
element A, in S;h, i.e, r,J E Ai. Then for the trapezoidal integration approximation (1.20), there exist 
bounds 
- dl- (2.3) 
where H is the maximal mesh spacing of integration nodes, e.g., H = R* max., no,, and C is a 
bounded constant independent of h, H, L, u. (The values of C may be different in different 
contexts.) 
Proof. For the trapezoidal rule, we have 
where T/ denotes a small circular arc (r = R*, 0, G 8 G 6”+,). We note that the norms I w I 2.r,. 
exist since the admissible, piecewise linear interpolation functions w- on rd are sufficiently 
smooth by means of the assumption rd E A,. 
Bounds can be found in [12] for the piecewise linear interpolation function w- 
Iw-I 24; G c I w- ll,ry~ (2.5) 
Iw-I ,,r,, < ck II w- II 1.2:. (24 
The desired result (2.3) folloyys fra$ f2.2); (2-e) :and @7). q ! ,:’ ! 
.) 
, ‘:- ‘; 
j i ~., .:,,:,:: r>; ! , ‘_;,: ” :, :; 
Then there exist bounds ‘, ’ j ;.1,. / : :i’., 
Proof. On the basis of (1.22), we obtain 
can see from the trace theorem [20] and the Sobolev imbedding theorem [!:I] (als,?,se5,,F+$ka 
and Aziz [l,p.32]) 
: 7. 
where C’ is also a bounded constant independent of L, h, H, u and U. 
On the other hand, ,k@ approjrimatk ‘in&$ration J’l;, can be regarded as jci but with the 
substitution of the integ<+ds sych as ‘(au*/an,),c- pr (~u~&)i~;,‘,by their qiecewise linear _ . .? 
interpolation functions along r,:; We then have ,fi_om ‘stkang and d$x [22], .‘. “” ” 
Ako:tising [1,21]@ds-. -. . .-. _ _ __ _. .I ,. ,:.‘- : ,, _ 
I 
(2.12) 
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By noting the expansions (1.13) of u+ and the orthogonality of trigometric functions, we can 
obtain 
au+ 2 
II -II ar 2,r, 
and (see [131) 
(2.14a) 
j/,,(f$)‘&; f&,([+;)($)“(2’+1i, 
I=0 
(2.14b) 
It follows that 
Finally from (2.12), (2.13) and (2.15) we obtain 
dl- i,,$$- dl G C[ a@ + :)j5H II u II i,s, II u II 1,s:. 
Similarly, we obtain 
* au+ 
/ -u- dl G C[++ ;)]‘WI 4l1.s~ IIull~,s:. G, an 
(2.16a) 
(2.16b) 
The desired result (2.9) follows from (2.Q (2.10), (2.11) and (2.16). 0 
- 
Theorem 3. Let all conditions in Lemmas 1 and 2 hold, and meas(AC n a$‘) # 0. Then there exist 
error bounds 
)Iu-G,IIhGC 
i 
inf Ilu--ullh+ sup 
UE v, WE vh’ 11 w II h 
+ sup 
WE lq 
3 (2.17) 
where 1’, is the exterior boundary of $‘, i.e., f0 = r,, and n is the inward normal to a$‘. 
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Proof. In the simplified hybrid-combined method (1.21), we note that the functions v in s;h and 
v in S, are arbitrary and independent to each other. We then have 
SJ vuvv dS + 
A au+ 
ii+ / -v- dl=g(v), r,, ar 
$/ 
vuvv dS- A av+ 
s2 
J 
-u- d/=0. 
r, ar 
Since the functions u+ and v+ both satisfy the Laplace equation in S,, (2.19) reduces to 
J 
alI+ 
+ dl= 7u+ dl=j- -u- 
A au+ dl 
ro rU8r * 
Now let u be a true solution of (l.l)-(1.4) or (1.5) we then obtain 
=- 
J 
au 
$iv - dl+ / 
au 
,,GV + dli 
=- 
/ 
au _ dl+ A *v_ 
f”dn” J ar 
dl+ s(u), 
r,, 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
where p0 is the interior boundary of a$’ and f0 = r,. In the last step in (2.21), we have applied 
the equality (2.20). 
Next, with the help of the assumption of 
meas(ACn A!$) # 0 
- 
and meas(ACn a&) f 0, 
that holds true naturally, we can see from the Poincare-Friedrichs inequality [4] 
C0 II u II 1;s: G I u I&; 3 co II u II IfSI G I u I&, (2.22) 
where C, is a positive constant independent of L, h, H and v. Therefore, the following 
uniformity Vho-elliptic inequality holds: 
Co II u llhz G I u I& + I u I&> =A&, u). (2.23) 
Below, we let v E V,“, then combining (2.23), (2.21) and (1.21) gives 
C,]u-G,]1,2<Ah(u-G,, v-ii,) 
=&(v-ii,, v-u)+ 1 
au A au f,an”- dl- r,y dl, J 
with w = u - ii, E Vho. 
Moreover, we can see from Lemma 2 
A&‘-i&, u - u) < c ]I u - Ch ]I h ]I u - u I] h. 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
Finally, we obtain from (2.24)-(2.26) 
1 : q /‘_&I g/, F& c’j, b:_:&.i,‘p’., ,: ,‘:!.‘j:, ’ ,“;; (/, sz, /,. ,,/ “.l’ ,,*, ., ~ ~,;:I ‘; ,;j ;*, II, :! 
i:,” _() 
(j?&i+ d’k&,$w i’AC1’ar $“I ” -d/f+ /, f ‘- dl’_,JI;,zw dl , 
./” & - 
i j ‘, i,’ ,! ,; ,;; ‘5’ ,’ ‘/ ! .; I j ,.,/ ” ‘i”i:‘,: ,:(_ ,.’ _.,,I (‘,i r2:27) 
and the desired bounds (2.17) ‘result from ,(2.27) and the trigonzometric inequality,,; !, 
?,, ‘!‘ -- I : 
IIz4-fihI/h< IIu-‘iI)h+ IIt’4Qlh. 0::: ,,: 
1 
’ # (2.28) 
In Theorem: 3; thtisecond term ‘I <n the right side of (2117) is”-an:!!error esulting from the 
approximation integration; and the third ‘term is an ‘error resulting ‘from the noncoincidence of 
r, and pO, i.e., of S, and s;h. .,! . ,*: ’ ,: \ d t/_ + 3: ..,.I,\, 
Theorem 4. Let all conditions in Theorem 3 hold. Also s&pose that ‘i E H2( s;“), and (1.12) are 
sati’$dgd. T~len.,,there~ei;ist;bqunds,.,:,I j : ,  ,: :. ,: ,,:/ ‘:; ‘I,. +. ._;, “: 1’ .: ‘> :‘;. -,:i, i( ,i :.;,i!;,, 
IIu-G,II,<C 
.I>: _, -‘\I ,,,/,r,: : :,,_ Y j <.‘,.‘ ,’ y j,, ;, ;;: i‘ .., : 
Proof. Define a 
,:_::: ,.;;.<, ;:. 
I. I 
._a; 
; ,; ) 
(2.30) 
;,p! i(C,,~j> : ‘),j, f;im $+; y.8 .,; ,, ,i ,,,, ,,. :, ..l . ;ii II’ 
:., , ‘I ” :.;: ,;,, , .‘:I, / ,...~.., : i .;:, 
where D, are the expansion coefficients defined by (l.ll), and u1 are piecewise linear interpola- 
$V’!::.. 
titinffunctions of u on 2:. Then I / 1 j: ‘,,;., ‘:’ ’ ,‘I ,’ 
u=W++R, in:$?, ::., j( 3” * .’ !:I ,. “_ : ‘T ::,,;i.: :i.,.. ,,‘,;“” ‘, I ,[ z3.J .:/‘J &31> 
with the remainder term 
_, 'I ’ ._‘I x.: /. 
//, ,,_; (2.32) 
{ i: t I I: 
As a result, we have 
inf 11 Z4 - u II h < Ii u - w II h < /I Z4 - % II I,.??: + I@:;;;~~ !I l&.,! _ ,i_, 1,‘: 1 i’_;, -i’i,y’~~‘i ”
L’ E v,: 
; 
t, . . . . . . ! <Chl~l,,,-~+ IIQ+,;s,_ .,:. ‘: t:. t .,;-\ h.1 (2.33) 
and 
We therefore obtain from Theorem 3 ; , :/, ,I (,. (,. I( ‘1)::; :: ; ::‘.i:‘, j i j: : ! ,’ . . . ‘, _I ?,. ,. ‘<~,L.‘b .;,r’
Since D, = O(l/( a( I + +)) (see [13]), 
(‘P :“, ,,_ ii’.. _ * ,‘I, 1, , > ‘; I j’: .‘,‘;\:c, 
functions cos a( I + :)B yields 
using (1.12) and the orthogonality of the trigon~om&rirc 
, 
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As the assumption in Lemma 1, we always choose the element nodes (R*, 13~) on r, as the 
integration points in (1.20). Then (2.39) holds from (2.41) and the condition (2.8) in Lemma 2 is 
automatically satisfied from (2.40) and (2.41). 
We have the following corollary. 
Corollary 5. Let all conditions in Theorem 4 hold. Then there exists the optimal convergence rate 
(2.38) provided that both (2.40) and (2.41) are satisfied. 
Moreover, we obtain from [13] the next corollary. 
Corollary 6. Let (2.41) and all conditions in Theorem 4 hold. There then exists the optimal 
convergence rate (2.38) provided that the following coupling strategy between L, + 1 and h is 
applied: 
(2.42) 
or 
L;, + 1 = (L, + 1) + 1, (2.43) 
for a special case of 0 = n, i.e., u = T/O = 1, and R*/R = i, where L, + 1 is the total number of 
expansion functions in S,, 
elements in 5:. 
corresponding to a fixed, maximal boundary length h of quasi-uniform 
3. Solution methods and stability analyses 
From (1.21), we can obtain linear algebraic equation systems 
But- Ed=b,, -E%fDd=O, (3.1) 
where v is the unknown vector with the components vii, and the approximate solutions v on the 
elements nodes (i, j) in s;h, d is the unknown vector with coefficients D,, b, is a known vector, 
and B, D, E, ET are matrices. ET is the transposed matrix of E. 
The matrices B and D are obtained from the integrals jjg: vuvu dS and jjslvu~v dS in 
(1.22), respectively. Let 
- 
meas(ACn &?f) Z 0, (3.2) 
the coefficient matrix B of the linear finite-element method is positive definite, symmetric and 
sparse. However, the matrix D is not only positive definite, symmetric, but also diagonal! In 
fact, since the circular arc l,, is chosen as the coupling boundary r,, we let 
u+= gb/( i)Orrt:, cos a(1 + +)0 and u+= (f)“‘“‘:’ cos o(k + i)fl. (3.3) 
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Using the orthogonality of trigonometric functions yields 
Then, the matrix D has components 
D = (4,j)(L+l)x(L+l)’ 
where 
di,j=O when i+j, d,,, = i@a(i- i)( T]a(2iP1). 
183 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3-b) 
It is due to the diagonal matrix D that the solution methods for (3.1) become much simpler. For 
instance, we solve (3.1) by 
d = D-‘E=v, Fv= b,, (3.7) 
where the coefficient matrix 
F=B-kED-‘ET (3.8) 
is positive definite, symmetric and sparse because the matrix ED-‘ET is symmetric and sparse. 
It is due to the positive definite matrices F and D that the solutions v and d in the discrete 
problem (3.7) (i.e., (3.1)) exist uniquely. 
The stability can be measured by the condition numbers of the coefficient matrices F (and 
D), defined by 
con. num.( F) = 
X max(F) 
X mm(F) ’ (3.9) 
where h max( F) and h min( F) are the maximal and minimal eigenvalues of the matrix F, 
respectively. We have the next theorem. 
Theorem 7. Let the admissible functions (1.13) be given. Suppose (2.41) and (3.2) to be satisfied, 
and ( R * , ej) in (1.20) to be the element nodes on I,. . Then, there exist bounds 
/ R IZaL 
con. num.( D) G I-! R* 
2L+l ’ 
con. num.( F) G C 
where h is the maximal boundary length of regular elements in S;h. 
Proof. The left estimate in (3.10) can be obtained directly from (3.6): 
con. num.( D) = d 
d 
I*’ 
L+l.L+l 
From (3.8) we have 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
con. num.( F) G 
X max( B) + h max( ED-‘ET) 
X mm(B) 
(3.12) 
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Since B is the coefficient matrix con-&&j (from ~he~lir&rI f&&e-element! method; the:assknpF 
tion (3.2) gives [22] 
i; ; i i. , ) .,. A mi;(.B) g &$:‘:.:‘: ‘.i : % 
!//” ‘, ;, ’ 
.g. &ax(&jC;_:’ ,>‘,, --i’t’ ‘L:> _,,I: z 
._ t: -; ,~ “,’ ! 6 
$‘ I,, (3.13) 
where CO and C are positive constants independent of h. ,~~e::right,,eistirriat& rn ~3~ltJ~ifoll&~ 
from the bounds ,, i / / :’ 
h max(ED-‘ET) 4 ChL2. (W4) 
&et us prove (3.14) below. ’ ’ -’ ’ :i , ‘. 
“’ Iri fact, the matrix ET results from ‘the integral ~f{$u-/$k)u~ dli tiho$e’valkues can be found 
The maximal eigenvalue of the (N + 1) X (N + 1) matrix T can be bounded by 
,b 
(3.21) 
)ling relations (2.40), 
(3.22) 
We note that the a~ymptatic~Telat~~nS,i~.(3:;22) arekxatitly the same as in the finite-element 
method [22], and also are better results than those in the nonconforming methods [13]. Now we 
can see how significant the coy$q i_~~~~~‘,t”ssl,!~f:.;(5,4~),1 &V>. 0~ r(L$& is! Withe this. caugliin~ : . ._‘:r’.; ‘>.>a 1::: .‘a;. :.A!. ,
strategy, not only the optimal convergence rates (2.38) ‘can be obtained, but also the optimal 
is$nI;rtotic rates (3.22) of condition numbers can be AMieved. ; *t :’ ,, , ,. / 1: 
,,;” I :, P ,, i .! 
, I J. +; .<’ 
‘:‘r .-. i -: 
4. Numerical experiments for Motz’s problem 
‘,I 
’ 
I , [ ‘. : I” 
‘: ( 
i j . -.. I \ y, 
_ 
., ;. ,: ;::.::ii;_v;._;: f, *;/ ,: ‘,;.:,;;.q’ 
-. 1 ,; Jp, tfi& w@tjogiJ the : .~qlif~d,,~rbridsorn~I?~p: :-rnecqh& -@qq~&ed :t&bw &-g&g $@a 
~rs~~e~.,[:lr2;~,~3,24,~6lr,tb~ seeks+ solu~ion,bo,~-sat~fy:~g La#-tc+z equation..(see:E&iz3j z!!.j.,iri 
:.-;:*!~,~~‘,j;$ ;::..,,;;c :;‘:+[j Jr i .!:;-A i:: a!,,‘i!,:; 
‘:.::)ii:! j$ 24&E 
,,&i; “G&$! >!i &+ 
Qj”i’ 7 .~,~i’j$~&~~l,;.;:; j. 
JY 
t ,II:i,-i;j;f:‘_;‘! flisf,Wj (+lii): 
*,._ ! * : I ;,‘..r:“:i-,‘,!‘~~I~,i~“” ;1,; f,: .,4-: (,,,;I; ., _, i jtr, : ‘,‘; V>\ I 
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E 
--cX 
A D B 
Fig. 4. The division for Motz’s problem with M = 2 and R * = 0.5. 
and the mixed type of Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions 
UI x-Cony=0 = 0, u 1 x=l = 500, (4.lb) 
at.4 au I I au ay y=l = ay ),=onx>o = TiJz x=-l = 0, (4.lc) 
where S is a rectangle ( - 1 < x -C 1, 0 < y < 1). 
We note that there exists a singular point (0, 0), the intersection point of the Dirichlet-Neu- 
mann boundary conditions. In this case, 0 = 7, i.e.,a = T/O = 1. A division of combination is 
given in Fig. 4 where R = 1 and R * = :. Then R */R = b. Denote M as the element numbers - 
along both boundaries DB and BE in Fig. 4, in an equidistribution. We let the element nodes 
(R*, 19~) on l,* also be in an equidistribution with 
oj= &, j=O, l,..., 4M, 
and let (R*, 0,) be integration points in (1.20). 
Since h = 0( M-i), the coupling strategy (2.43) yields 
L,,+l=(L,+l)+l. (4.3) 
This coupling relation of the Ritz-Gale&in method and FEM is significant because only one 
more term of expansions in S, is needed while the number M increases to 2M! 
By means of the true solution [19] of the Motz problem, we can evaluate true errors e = u - ii, 
of numerical solutions in the following norms 
llell h as (2.1), (4.4a) 
(4.4b) 
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Table 1 
The error norms of numerical solutions for M = 2 and R * = 0.5 while changing L + 1 
L+l 
2 
II f+ - c- II mJR* 
7.370 
II c+ - c- II O,lR. Max 
5.255 5.075 
3 2.471 1.644 3.345 
4 1.169 0.7191 4.221 
5 1.246 0.7275 4.217 
6 1.196 0.7284 4.212 
8 1.257 0.7284 4.211 
10 1.218 0.7274 4.211 
14 1.477 0.8907 4.228 
16 13.60 9.114 4.259 
II Q II 0,s II cz II h 
2.851 36.41 
2.419 35.56 
2.414 35.53 
2.416 35.53 
2.417 35.53 
2.417 35.53 
2.417 35.53 
2.417 35.52 
4.534 37.39 
(4.4d) 
II c+ - c- II m,l/+* =maxI~+-6-I. (4.4e) 
1,. 
First, we take the division of Fig. 4 where M = 2 as a model to be calculated in changing the 
total number L + 1. The simplified hybrid-combined method ($21) with integration approxima- 
tion (1.20) is used. Error norms and approximate coefficients D, are provided in Tables 1 and 2. 
It can be viewed that the total number L + 1 = 4 is an optimal choice for M = 2 because of small 
error norms and the least calculation work. 
Next, we refine the division of Fig. 4 by increasing the number A4 of elements. Based on the 
coupling relation (4.3) and a pair of optimal matches known, L + 1 = 4 and M = 2, we can 
deduce other pairs of optimal matches 
L + 1 = 5 for A4 = 4, L+1=6 forM=8. (4.5) 
The results are also given in Tables 3 and 4, by which we draw curves of error norms in Figs. 
Table 2 
The calculated coefficients for M = 2 and R* = 0.5 while changing L + 1 
,. 
L+-1 Do 8, 8, b, 4 b, LA, b,s 
2 398.951 88.0557 
3 399.174 88.2432 18.7774 
4 399.172 88.2237 18.7449 - 11.8927 
5 399.173 88.2229 18.7438 - 11.8952 
6 399.173 88.2193 18.7458 - 11.8940 3.44176 
8 399.174 88.2203 18.7416 - 11.8971 3.41371 3.38041 
10 399.174 88.2201 18.7422 - 11.8965 3.41766 1.45073 
14 399.170 88.2182 15.5612 - 8.97259 2.02097 1.42134 - 17.1838 
16 386.391 79.5218 15.5445 - 8.97711 2.04137 1.40775 - 17.1640 13175.1 
True coefficients 
1191 401.162 87.6559 17.2379 - 8.07122 0.331055 -0.086933 - 0.00031841 - 0.00012005 
Divisions ,, .I ,s , 
M=2, L+li-,4 
M= 3, L +.I.55 
M= 4, L +'L -5 
M = 6, L +,l**fj 
M=8, L+W-6 
I_ ‘. 
II c+ i f- II m,,R* A !‘;iI z+ -E- II o,ldd, I -, Max J~.llO,S~ ; IIEllh ; 
l.l@XC : ‘10.7191 .A221 2.414 i : .L’ 35.53 
0.5611 I : ii’ 0.3563 : 1 IA941 1.032 ’ ‘. : 23.30 r 
0.3613 _ / I 1.~0.2197 I :1.&02 0.5729 ‘3 1: 17.39 ’ 
0.1848. ,0.1116 ‘“‘.0.8876 0.2526 ai>- a 11.56 _ 
0.1114 .!, ‘: I: 0.06822 /.? 0.2744 0.1417 8.663 1 
‘, : i. 
,. ,; : <. ’ / :, i’ -/, .._ _’ 
5-7. It can be seen thatL&re appear@{ following asym&$$ 
-,,Cl,h=O(h),“‘~. :’ ~. -. 
relations: 
: II : : 
.I-, , 
I 
:j ’ 
(4.6a) 
II E II 0,s = W2L : i. .., j (4.6b) ,:.; :? i ‘, il : : : / : ! ‘: ‘i 
max = 0(h2), 
.: 
(4.6~) 
1.0 - 
0.5 _ 
0.25 - 
i. 
,f 
/: 
,,: 
I I I I I 
I2 3 4 6 8 
__.. _!. .:. _..‘..._... L_. . . ._.*_ ..__ __ .i _.^_ 
Fig. Carves 
._I. 
5. ofierror norms 11 
,. “, 
c 11 A, 11 c 11 ,,S and Max versus M. 
.’ *,1 ;.i y’, 
,m r ,, ‘.I ,(.. ,p 
Concluding remarks 
(8,. .:;:., I, : ‘(,: ‘i i::;; I ‘, ,I: I:,<: !’ a; ,,, I’(., i./, .‘,/ _‘J:*,..! ,.;_, . ;‘:,:,;‘2 ..‘[ / 
(1) The homogeneous equation in S,, e.g., the Laplace equation : i; 
i _1:-1 Au=0 in S,, 
: : 
1 ‘, (4.8) 
i;s i~.,pqwsg~, conbitjq~ fp~ $e, wt@yh-atq, ,~S;wny-gewe awing, ;\o ,(,J.U) (see 1&8J)1,;~2i is ,tly ,:*:‘I’, 
subdomain using the Ritz-Galerkm method with particular solutions. For ‘t6e.in~~.~onlsgt3sepi;s 
equations, e.g., the Poisson equation 
” ,I 1 
!. i : ( 
! ;: Au=f in S,, 
1, i’&# j y: : ! ,d, is.. --: ,) \: 
,, ‘/ ‘. (4.9) I’ 
suppose that we can find a particular solution U* such that (see the expansion approaches in 
P21) 
\-yj:';-,J-:!'. I C,'" *;3( *j. ,,if' 1.;;'; ,q:,'l".,' ,,->;,i ,J ,$;: ' ii' ,;,j 
% 1.4, Au* =f in S,. , ., “‘! : : s:/ ..* ‘. I#, I: ;: (4.10) 
Consequently, let w = u - u *, we also obtain the homoge~~tiiiSic~~~ti~jh::i :I;.. ‘0:; 1:: .’ ” bi. / ‘,.lf, ,,; 
.j: :. Aw=O in S,, ib ;; I 
: :* 
(4.11) 
which can be solved by the method in this paper. it : I 
:i. 
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5 
2.5 
1.0 
0.5 
0.25 
lI~+-~-ll -,eR* 
r lIE+-E-I/ o e ’ R l A 
, 
k 
3.5 
0.25 
0.1 
0.05 
0.025 
‘H . 
Fig. 6. Curves of (1 e+ - E- II 0.1~’ and 11 c+ - c- 11 m.lR* verSuS M. 
(2) The homogeneous conditions (1.2) and (1.3), and the conditions 
au 
ul x<ony=o = - 
= ay y5 0 onx>o 
(4.12) 
in (4.1) are important for the analyses in this paper. Assume the nonhomogeneous boundary 
conditions given by 
(4.13) 
for the Motz problem. We can use a transformation 
u = w +fXr) + g&w - q) 
to obtain the homogeneous conditions 
(4.14) 
aW 
WI xcony=O=- aY y=O”x>O= 0 
(4.15) 
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Fig. 7. Curves of errors 6D, versus M. 
0.5 
0.25 
0.5 
0.25 
N 
and the Poisson equation 
Aw=f, 
where 
f = A(fi(d + s&W- 4). 
(4.16a) 
(4.16b) 
By noting remark (l), equations (4.16) may be substituted by using the Laplace equation in S, 
with the help of another transformation. 
(3) In [16] we have discussed a general, hybrid-combined technique with the following 
additional integral on & 
au+ au- 
aan+Pan ) (v+- v-) dl- aV- aZl- aan+% (u+ - u-) dl (4.17) 
instead of (1.18), where (Y and p are real, (Y + /3 = 1. It can be seen in [16] that the simplified 
hybrid technique with (1.18) is a special case of (4.17) while (Y = 1 and j5’ = 0. Numerical 
experiments prove that the curt&t coupling technique as (1.181 is,best among those using (4.17), 
for the error norms and condition numbers of the numerical s&tjons obtained. This implies the 
significance of the theoretical &alyses in this paper. 
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